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Abstract—The rapid increase of the number of low Earth orbit
(LEO) satellites brings up the possibility of LEO satellite missions
transmitting dedicated signals for positioning, navigation, and tim-
ing (PNT). Although great attention has been paid in recent years
to understand the benefits of LEO satellites for PNT, dense LEO
constellations will also provide unique measurements of the Earth’s
upper atmosphere. The benefits of the highly dense LEO-PNT
systems are explored in this work to analyze the potential gains
of using total electron content (TEC) measurements derived from
LEO-PNT systems for 3-D ionospheric imaging. As a result, we
have found obvious improvement in the ionospheric imaging system
by including LEO satellites to the system geometry. Furthermore,
our investigation has discovered that accurate electron density
representations can be obtained even when no horizontal viewing
angles are included in the imaging system, which is a unique point
to imaging systems. In addition, we propose a method to derive
accurate 3-D electron density representation based on ranging
measurements from intersatellite links. The method provides ac-
curate electron density estimations with no evident bias, but it
still depends on the accuracy of background representations. The
results indicate that improvements of over 80% can be achieved
for both vertical and horizontal distributions of the ionosphere in
comparison to the background.

Index Terms—Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS),
ionospheric imaging, ionospheric tomography, low Earth orbit
(LEO)-positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), simulated
dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the next decade, thousands of satellites placed in
low Earth orbit (LEO) will be available. The decline in

costs of building and maintaining LEO satellites has brought
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up a possibility to develop highly dense satellite constellations,
named mega-constellations. Several simulations have been per-
formed in the recent years to understand the potential of these
future LEO mega-constellations for applications ranging from
broadband communication [1], [2], [3] to satellite-based po-
sitioning [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The most recent simu-
lations [10], [11] have shown that LEO satellites can bring
considerable gains to positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT)
in comparison to classic global navigation satellite systems
(GNSS), since stronger signals and better geometry can be
offered to users on the ground. Given these benefits, aspirations
to build LEO-positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) sys-
tems do exist. Large investments to develop LEO-PNT systems
have already been made by Xona Space System [12], in the
USA; the European Space Agency (ESA) [13], in Europe; the
Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center [14], in China; and the indoor
navigation from CubeSat technology (INCUBATE) project [15],
in Finland. Moreover, the fused architecture [16] as well as the
possibility to embark hosted navigation payloads [17] has the
potential to extend the LEO-PNT paradigm to all preexistent
or upcoming mega-constellations. In this direction, the Starlink
mega-constellation contains more than 4000 satellites and en-
ables carrier phase measurements to be extracted [18].

Although many studies have focused on improving PNT solu-
tions, the upcoming LEO-PNT systems can be alternatively used
to extract ionospheric parameters [19]. This can be accomplished
even when only single-frequency data are accessible [20], de-
pending on the frequency utilized by the system. Like in classic
GNSS [21], dedicated LEO-PNT systems will likely provide
carrier-phase and pseudorange measurements to users on the
ground, which can be rather used to compute the total electron
content (TEC) and generate valuable representations of the
ionosphere in 2-D. A major drawback in the ionospheric imaging
based on GNSS, however, is the incomplete geometrical cover-
age of the GNSS ray paths to estimate the vertical distribution
of the ionosphere in 3-D representations [22], [23]. Despite the
progress in the development of ionospheric tomography [24],
[25], [26], [27], data ingestion [28], and data assimilation [29],
[30], 3-D ionospheric imaging is currently an ill-conditioned and
ill-posed inverse problem due to the GNSS poor geometry [31].
With the expected better geometry coverage by LEO satellites,
upcoming LEO-PNT systems can likely provide gains in the 3-D
ionospheric imaging.

Another possible benefit of dedicated LEO-PNT systems to
3-D ionospheric imaging is regarded to the intersatellite links
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(ISL). The ISL data in satellite-based navigation systems were
initially proposed to reduce the GNSS dependence on the ground
segment and help the implementation of an autonomous navi-
gation [32]. Later, several studies have demonstrated that ISL
can be effectively used to improve the orbit determination due
to the intersatellite range measurements [33], [34], [35], [36].
Nevertheless, these studies considered GNSS satellites located
at medium Earth orbit (MEO). In case of LEO satellites, as
they are immersed in the ionosphere, there is an opportunity
to estimate the ionospheric delay in the ray path between the
satellites [37] and improve the overall 3-D ionospheric imaging.

The need for improved and global-scale electron density
models has been widely acknowledged and enhanced along with
the increasing space activity. Numerous studies, including those
utilizing GNSS, have been carried out during the decades (see,
e.g., [25], [38], [39], [40]). To investigate the potential gains
that dense LEO-PNT systems can bring to the understanding
of the ionospheric dynamics, this study explores how LEO
satellites can improve the 3-D ionospheric imaging. We do
not seek to analyze any seasonal behavior of the ionosphere,
any phenomena at a specific region and period, or any real
scenario of a GNSS network. The intention is to analyze the
possible benefits of using LEO satellite to improve ionospheric
background models by TEC data inversion techniques assuming
great satellite coverage. The investigation covers distinct types
of measurements that dedicated LEO-PNT systems can provide,
including ground-based observations (from LEO to the ground
and GNSS to ground), TEC observations retrieved by GNSS re-
ceivers onboard LEO satellites, and ISL measurements between
LEO satellites.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section III, a
simulated dataset is presented to evaluate the geometry benefits
of placing LEO satellites at several orbital altitudes. The results
are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this
article.

II. METHOD

This section presents the two methods used to analyze the
benefits from LEO satellites. First, Section II-A shows the 3-D
imaging method developed to invert ground- and satellite-based
TEC measurements into electron densities. Next, in Section II-B,
we show a method specifically developed in this work to use the
intersatellite links.

A. TEC Data Inversion With Ground-Based and POD
Observations

The basic quantity to represent the ionosphere and plasmas-
phere in inversion algorithms is the TEC, i.e., the integral of the
electron density Ne along the path length (l) between a satellite
s and the receiving antenna r. The TEC is counted in a column
whose cross-sectional area is equivalent to 1 m2 and expressed as

TEC =

∫ s

r

Nedl (1)

being usually represented as TEC units (TECU), where 1 TECU
= 1016 el/m2.

To build an equation system and parameterize the electron
density unknowns based on TEC measurements, the ionosphere
and plasmasphere are typically broken down into a grid of
voxels. The TEC in (1) is then approximated by the following
finite sum:

TEC =

J∑
j=1

Nejdij (2)

where Nej is the electron density corresponding to the voxel j
and dij is the path length of the signal i inside the voxel j. The
finite sum is performed ranging from 1 to J (number of voxels
in the grid) and dij is zero at voxels not intersected by signal i.

Based on (2), the following equation system is built:

y = Ax+ ε (3)

where y is a vector of TEC measurements, x is the unknown
vector of electron densities, A is the Jacobian matrix of the
system, composed by the path lengths dij , and ε is a vector of
measurement noises and discretization errors.

The unknown x can be solved by several algorithms, such
as least squares, Kalman filters, best linear unbiased estima-
tors, singular value decomposition, and variational methods.
One of the first implementations to solve the TEC inversion
problem was applied by [41]. They applied a well-known to-
mography method named algebraic reconstruction technique
(ART), which solves the problem by incorporating purely geo-
metrical relations. In case the system geometry is strong (i.e.,
it is a well-posed system), the solution converges to the ex-
pected results. However, as the poor GNSS geometry makes
the system ill-posed, the solution is usually not straightforward.
Typically, a background (i.e., an initial guess) is required to
help the estimator, and a regularization process is often in-
cluded to smoothly cover the voxels not crossed by any TEC
measurements [42].

As the main interest of this work is to evaluate how LEO
satellites can improve the system geometry, the purely geometric
ART algorithm is selected to perform the TEC data inversion.
The ART algorithm is implemented with the following iteration
process [43]:

Nk+1
ej

= Nk
ej

+ w
TECi −

∑J
j=1 dijN

k
ej∑J

j=1 d
2
ij

dij (4)

where Nk+1
ej

is the estimated electron density in iteration k + 1
andw is a weighting parameter, empirically selected asw = 0.2.

Most ART applications are based on ground GNSS stations.
The ray paths between ground and GNSS satellites flying at
around 20 000 km cross the entire ionosphere, allowing to
recover ionospheric distributions. Due to the poor GNSS geom-
etry, TEC measurements obtained by GNSS receivers onboard
LEO satellites for precise orbit determination (POD) are often
included to help the estimator [44], [45]. However, as shown in
the results section of the current work, merging ground- and
POD-based measurements are still not enough to accurately
map the ionosphere. To further improve the estimation, we
also include TEC measurements obtained by dense LEO-PNT
systems. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the ray path geometries
used to merge the observations from GNSS and LEO satellites.
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Fig. 1. Ray path geometries provided by GNSS satellites and dedicated LEO
satellites to PNT. Ground-based receivers are supposed to receive and process
both GNSS and LEO-PNT signals. GNSS receivers onboard the LEO satellites
complete the system geometry.

The primary types of observations to solve (4) are obtained by
ground GNSS stations, POD receivers onboard LEO satellites,
and ground stations receiving GNSS-like signals transmitted by
LEO satellites. No LEO satellite system can currently provide
the latter type of observation; however, we plan to evaluate the
benefits of including them into the estimation process.

B. TEC Data Inversion With ISL Measurements

The ISL data in satellite-based PNT systems consist of rang-
ing measurements between the satellites [34], [46]. They im-
prove the orbit determination and synchronize the satellites to
the same time standards. As LEO satellites are immersed in the
ionosphere, there is an opportunity to estimate the ionospheric
delay and the consequent TEC values in the ray path connecting
them. The measurements can be directly used to solve (3).
However, they will most likely cover just a small portion of
the ionosphere and vaguely help the estimator. To better exploit
these measurements, we propose a different form to carry out
the TEC inversion, considering the unique geometry provided
by the LEO-based ISL data.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the geometry obtained with the
ISL measurements. The distribution of ISL measurements can
be complicated by the effective network topology, i.e., intra-
and interplane connections availability. In this example, two
LEO satellites in the same orbital plane are flying in opposite
directions. The TEC measurements, assumed to be taken as
straight lines, are tracked in distinct times (t1, t2, . . . , tn). As the
satellites move apart, the TEC values cover a large path length,
but the ray path keeps crossing a central point in which the
electron density Ne is retrieved. The central point is coincident
with the closest point to the Earth in the ray path and is also
known as the tangent point (TP) in radio occultation (RO) tech-
niques [47], [48]. In principle, the onion peeling approach [49],
commonly used in GNSS RO techniques, can be used to estimate
the electron density. However, the geometry shown in Fig. 2
slightly differs from those obtained in GNSS RO techniques.
Since the transmitter is also located in LEO orbits, a much

Fig. 2. Ray path geometry by the ISL measurements observed between two
LEO satellites (LEO1 and LEO2). This conceptual example shows the TEC
measurements taken at tn time instances while the LEO satellites are progressing
in opposite directions over time. The averaged electron density is retrieved at
the central point of the ray paths, forming an ionospheric profile.

faster TEC variability is experienced. Hence, the issues with
the spherical symmetry assumption [50], [51], [52], typically
employed when using GNSS RO techniques, are enlarged.

Another approach to invert the TEC measurements into elec-
tron densities is inspired by the studies conducted with the
gravity recovery and climate experiment (GRACE) satellites.
The GRACE satellites comprise two LEO spacecraft, GRACE-
A and GRACE-B, which follow each other at a distance of
about 200 km. The TEC between the two spacecraft is deduced
from the ranging measurements of the K-band ranging (KBR)
system. As shown by [53], the averaged electron density can
be obtained by dividing the horizontal TEC by the distance
between the spacecraft. This technique has proven to provide a
highly accurate electron density measure, in excellent agreement
with incoherent scatter radar (ISR) observations [54]. Given the
requirement that the LEO satellites are close enough, the same
principle can be applied to the ISL data between LEO satellites.
Indeed, highly dense LEO constellations will likely meet this
basic requirement of short distances at certain time instances.

To investigate how the method adopted by the GRACE KBR
ranging system would perform in case of LEO satellites, we
evaluate the electron density accuracy obtained by dividing the
horizontal TEC by the distance between LEO satellites. At the
time instance tn, given that the LEO satellites are close enough
(<200 km), the electron density is retrieved by

N tn
e =

TECtn

Rtn
. (5)

R being the distance between the LEO satellites obtained by the
satellites POD.

Notice that (5) does not include the bias associated with the
noncalibrated TEC measurements. In the GRACE KBR system,
the bias is retrieved based on external data source obtained by
CHAMP and ISR electron density measurements. In the current
study, the external data source is similarly considered available.
Then, we can investigate the direct performance of the retrieved
electron density with (5).

Equation (5) provides an accurate estimation in case the
electron density represents the average electron density in the
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whole path between the two LEO satellites (LEO1 and LEO2).
This condition seems to hold for the GRACE satellites; however,
as the LEO satellite moves apart, the averaged electron density in
between the satellites is affected by the nonspherical symmetry
of the ionosphere. This means that the TEC between the TP
and LEO1 is considerably different from the TP and LEO2 in
larger distances due to the horizontal gradients of the ionosphere.
To account for this effect, the developed method utilizes back-
ground information of the ionosphere. The background is used
to correct the nonspherical symmetry by the following equation:

N tn
e =

TECtn

Rtn
N tn

e0

(
TECtn

0

Rtn

)−1

(6)

where Ne0 and TEC0 stand for the electron density and TEC
values computed with the background, respectively. Indeed, the
right-side term of (6) acts as a correction factor to the nonspher-
ical symmetry of the ionosphere. The retrieved accuracy will
therefore heavily depend on the ability of the background to
represent the horizontal gradients of the ionosphere.

III. SIMULATED DATASET

As a basis for the analysis, a simulated dataset was created to
generate TEC measurements for the data inversion and quality
evaluation. Section III-A shows how the ionosphere and plas-
masphere electron densities are simulated. Then, Section III-B
shows how the receiver and transmitters are virtually generated
to compute the virtual TEC measurements.

A. Simulated Ionosphere and Plasmasphere

To simulate the ionosphere and plasmasphere, a global 3-D
grid is constructed with a horizontal resolution of 2◦ in latitude
by longitude, and vertical resolution of 10 km in altitude, ranging
from 50 to 20 000 km. Each voxel is then filled with a simulated
electron density. The simulation is computed to represent two
cases: 1) the background and 2) the “real” electron density field.
The background is usually obtained from empirical models of
the ionosphere (see the following references) to provide an initial
guess of the electron density. The “real” electron density fields,
referred to as the reference dataset, are used to represent the
expected ionosphere/plasmasphere, i.e., the ideal values to be
obtained by the TEC inversion technique.

1) Background Ionosphere/Plasmasphere: The background
is created with the Neustrelitz electron density model
(NEDM) [55]. This model is established by superposing
the E- and F-layers in the ionosphere with two exponential
decay functions in the plasmasphere. The driving param-
eter of the electron density is the solar radio flux index
F10.7. A comprehensive validation study was conducted
by [55], showing that the NEDM represents the clima-
tological patterns of the ionosphere and plasmasphere in
comparison to several ground- and satellite-based obser-
vations acquired with GNSS, in-situ, and RO instruments.

2) Reference Ionosphere/Plasmasphere: The electron den-
sity distribution assumed as reference to this work is
created by merging a set of state-of-the-art models of the
ionosphere and plasmasphere. The bottomside ionosphere

is represented by IRI-2016 [56] supported by external
values of the F2-peak density (NmF2) and height (hmF2).
The external NmF2 and hmF2 values are obtained by the
neural network-based model of electron density in the
topside ionosphere (NET) [57]. The topside ionosphere
(up to 1000 km) is also computed by the NET model since
it outperforms the IRI-2016 model in the ionospheric peak
height and above. Above 1000 km, the electron density
is retrieved with the model developed by [58], which is
suitable to concatenate the topside ionosphere with the
plasmasphere. The driving parameters of the combined
model are the solar radio flux index P10.7 [59], the plane-
tary Kp index, and the symmetric ring current SYM-H in-
dex, which shows the strength of the geomagnetic storms.
This unified model provides good estimations not only
in the profile shapes but also in the TEC magnitude and
distributions. Nevertheless, to improve the TEC accuracy
even further, we rescale the NmF2 values obtained by NET
to match the vertical TEC (VTEC) values provided by
the international GNSS service (IGS), under the form of
global ionospheric maps (GIMs). The GIM produced by
the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) is
selected since it is one of the best behaving IGS GIMs [60].

The background and reference models are applied on Novem-
ber 06, 2022, 00:00 h UT (universal time). This day is selected
since no evident storms have occurred in the period and because
there are several GNSS satellites in operational phase, including
GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou systems. The driving
parameters are defined as P10.7 = 130.373 sfu (solar flux units),
Kp = 0.7, and SYM-H = −17 nT. Fig. 3 shows the obtained
VTEC maps with the simulated electron density distributions
used as a reference (top panels) and as background (bottom
panels). Four example cases are shown. The first one refers
to the VTEC values computed from 800–20 000 km with the
simulated dataset. The second example refers to the VTEC val-
ues from 500–20 000 km. These two examples simulate VTEC
maps observed by GNSS receivers onboard LEO satellites for
POD. The third example shows VTEC values computed from
50–500 km. This simulates the VTEC maps that can be obtained
in case the LEO satellite is deployed at 500 km, as dedicated
systems for PNT, i.e., a user on the ground is capable of tracking
GNSS-like signals from a satellite flying at 500 km. The last
example simulates a VTEC map typically observed by GNSS
systems, i.e., ranging from the ground up to 20 000 km.

To better visualize the simulated dataset, Fig. 4 shows four
scenarios of electron density distributions in terms of longitude
by the altitude (latitudinal slice) or latitude by the altitude
(longitudinal slice). The four scenarios are: 1) latitudinal slice
at equator; 2) latitudinal slice at 30◦ S, in the southern crest of
the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA); 3) longitudinal slice
at the America Sector (60◦ W), around 20:00 local time (LT);
and 4) longitudinal slice at the Pacific Ocean (160◦ W), around
13:20 LT. Top panels show the electron density distributions
used as reference. Bottom panels show the electron density dis-
tributions used as the ionospheric background. The background
shows considerable differences in comparison to the distribu-
tions assumed as a reference, especially in the daytime and
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Fig. 3. Background VTEC maps are shown in the bottom row. The values assumed as reference are given in the top row. The simulated TEC measurements
are derived by the reference dataset. Four case scenarios are presented: assuming POD observations of LEO satellite at 800 km (800–20 000 km) and 500 km
(500–20 000 km); from the ground to the LEO satellites at 500 km (50–500 km); and from the ground to the GNSS altitude (50–20 000 km).

Fig. 4. Background electron density distributions are shown in the bottom row. The values assumed as reference are provided in the top row. Four case scenarios
are presented: latitude slices at the equator, latitude slices at 30◦ S, longitudinal slices at 60◦ W (referred to 20:00 LT), and longitudinal slices at 160◦ W (referred
to 13:20 LT).

low-latitudes. The main interest of the analysis in the next
sections is to show how the LEO satellites can be used to improve
the background distributions to obtain distributions like the ones
assumed as reference.

B. Simulated TEC Measurements

After having the ionosphere and plasmasphere simulated,
the next step is to simulate the ionospheric measurements.
In principle, the primary source of ionospheric data provided
by LEO-PNT systems is the ionospheric delay, which is in-
versely proportional to the signal frequency. LEO-PNT systems

operating at higher frequencies are less susceptible to iono-
spheric effects. However, extracting TEC measurements be-
comes challenging as the ionospheric delay can be obscured
by measurement noise. For instance, the K-band is nearly trans-
parent to the ionosphere, making it extremely difficult to extract
TEC data. Only with highly accurate measurements is it possible
to obtain TEC data in the K-band. A successful example is the
GRACE mission, which achieved ranging observations with a
precision of approximately 1 μm per second.

While the GRACE mission successfully retrieved TEC mea-
surements in the K-band, for LEO-PNT systems, it is more likely
to occur in the L and S bands. However, in our simulations, we
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Fig. 5. Electron density profiles estimated with ART by the four geometries described in Table I.

do not impose any specific frequency constraint on the system.
The key requirement is that the system is sensitive enough to
distinguish between the ionospheric delay and the measurement
noise. In addition, no differential code biases (DCBs), ambiguity
bias, nor measurements noises are included in the measurements.
Our analysis primarily focuses on comprehending the geomet-
ric enhancements that LEO satellites can offer to ionospheric
tomography. In this regard, the TEC measurements are directly
obtained by solving (2) with the electron density values derived
from the reference dataset and the integration performed con-
sidering the signal as a straight line from the receiver to the
transmitter locations.

The satellite transmitters are defined at GNSS and LEO alti-
tudes. To simulate the GNSS satellites, precise GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, and Beidou orbits are obtained from the final IGS
products (sp3 files). A total of 113 GNSS satellites are used
in further analysis. To simulate the LEO satellite locations, an

in-house simulator, named LEO-S9 (LEO simulator with nine
modules), is used. The LEO-S9 tool is flexible to create several
scenarios of the LEO-PNT space segment, including the LEO
orbit dynamics and the satellite payloads. An optimum solution
is simulated with a LEO constellation layer of 441 satellites
distributed over three orbit inclination planes: 85◦, covering
mainly the polar region; 55◦, covering mostly the mid-latitudes;
and 25◦, covering the low-latitudes. Several orbit altitudes are
simulated to analyze the benefits of using distinct LEO satellites
layers. In total, 13 layers of LEO constellations are created in
the simulations, ranging from 250 to 850 km, with a step size of
50 km.

As for the receivers, we consider them located on the ground
and onboard LEO satellites, so that the LEO satellites act in both
ways, i.e., they are both transmitters and receivers. As the main
goal is to explore the gains that LEO satellites can bring to a
data inversion considering several geometries, no real scenario
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Fig. 6. VTEC error maps of the ART algorithm applied by the four geometries described in Table I.

Fig. 7. Examples of electron density ionospheric profiles obtained with the
data inversion technique and ISL TEC measurements. The reference and back-
ground electron densities are shown for comparison.

of a GNSS network is analyzed. We just assume the ground
receivers to be densely distributed. The ground receivers are
virtually located every 2◦ in latitude and longitude, allowing
the TEC measurements to cover all voxels of the system. In
addition, onboard LEO receivers are simulated to receive data
transmitted by other LEO satellites, here referred to as the
ISL measurements. This set of measurements opens several
opportunities to improve the 3-D ionospheric imaging.

IV. RESULTS

A. TEC Data Inversion by GNSS, LEO POD, and LEO-PNT
Measurements

This section analyzes the accuracy of the TEC data inversion
technique, ART, when applied to data from ground-based and
POD receivers. The visual and numerical analysis is carried out
for a total of four configurations combining dedicated LEO-PNT
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Fig. 8. Electron density estimate by the ISL data inversion (lower panel). Top and middle panels show the reference and background values, respectively.

Fig. 9. Electron density distribution of errors obtained with the ISL measurements. The left panel shows the histogram of errors with the background and the
developed method. The right panel shows the error variation within the distance between the LEO satellites.

and GNSS systems. Table I shows a brief description of the
scenarios. The first one refers to the classical GNSS geometry.
The second scenario is defined to represent realistic LEO-PNT
systems, where the satellites are defined in one specific orbital
altitude. Finally, the third and fourth scenarios represent mega
constellations consisting of thousands of LEO satellites dis-
tributed across various orbital altitudes.

Fig. 5 shows the main results of electron density distributions
obtained with the data inversion algorithm. The panels show
distributions similar to those in Fig. 4 for easy comparison.
A complete coverage of ground stations is assumed, i.e., the

simulated receivers cover all voxels in the system. When using
satellites placed at around 20 000 km (GNSS), we can verify
that the TEC data inversion mainly updates the background
at the peak height. This is expected because the use of only
GNSS satellites, makes the system ill-conditioned, updating the
background specially at the regions of maximum entropy, i.e., at
the regions with the highest electron density. As for the geometry
in which we use ground GNSS receiver stations, POD receivers
at 800 km, and ground receivers tracking dedicated LEO-PNT
systems placed at 500 km, the ionospheric images are mainly
updated below the LEO orbit height. Indeed, a sharp transition
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TABLE I
GEOMETRY SCENARIOS UTILIZED TO ANALYZE THE TEC DATA INVERSION METHOD

seven

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF THE RETRIEVED TEC, FOF2, AND HMF2 VALUES

exists at 500 km and the algorithm fails to understand the overall
morphology of the ionosphere. The TEC data inversion only
seems to best represent the vertical distribution of the ionosphere
when LEO satellites are placed in distinct layers. For instance,
the “LEO 100 km” and “LEO 50 km” geometries shown in Fig. 5
resulted in distributions similar to the reference dataset. We can
observe the F-layer reconstruction showing very similar peak
heights to the reference dataset and overall good representations
of the latitudinal and longitudinal variability. Therefore, in addi-
tion to the horizontal distributions, the use of LEO constellations
enables to recover the vertical variability of the ionosphere,
which has been, so far, an unsolved problem in ionospheric TEC
inversion algorithms. In addition, better resolution images are
obtained as we use denser satellite constellations, i.e., the TEC
data inversion using the “LEO 50 km” geometry outperforms
that obtained with the “LEO 100 km” geometry.

Fig. 6 shows the error in three distinct VTEC cases: 1) from
800–20 000 km (left column); 2) from 50 up to 500 km (middle
column); and 3) from 50–20 000 km (right column). When using
only GNSS satellites, despite that the VTEC error from 50–
20 000 km is almost zero, we can observe a VTEC error up to 20
TECU in case the ionosphere is stratified in several layers. This
mainly follows from the inability of GNSS-based data inversion
to retrieve the vertical distribution of the ionosphere. As we
include POD VTEC measurements and LEO satellites at 500 km,
the VTEC error reduces at 50–500 km. The error above 800 km is
still high since there is no considerable update between 500 and
800 km. In contrast, when using several layers of LEO satellites
as dedicated PNT systems, the VTEC error is reduced by one
order of magnitude. The maximum error is 2 TECU in the “LEO
100 km” geometry and 1 TECU in the “LEO 50 km” geometry.
This improvement is mainly due to the better resolution of the
ionospheric vertical distributions.

Table II shows the mean and standard deviation in the an-
alyzed geometries for the errors (data inversion—reference
dataset). The parameters used in the evaluation are the

hmF2, critical frequency foF2 =
√

(NmF2/(1.24 ∗ 1010)),
and VTEC computed from 50–500 km. As expected, the GNSS
geometry provides an equal accuracy to the background for the
hmF2 estimation. On the other hand, the electron density at the
peak (given by foF2) obtained with GNSS agrees much better
than the background, with a standard deviation twice lower. In
case of the VTEC accuracy (50–500 km), the GNSS measure-
ments improve the background by around 35%. In addition,
if LEO satellites are incorporated, the accuracy significantly
improves. When using seven layers of LEO satellites at every
100 km, a slight improvement is obtained in the VTEC accuracy.
Nevertheless, when using 13 layers of LEO satellites at every
50 km, the VTEC RMSE improves to better than 0.1 TECU.
The accuracy of the foF2 parameter improves proportionally
to the number of LEO constellation layers. The “LEO 50 km”
geometry, for instance, has twice the number of satellites than the
“LEO 100 km” geometry and performs twice better as well. In
case of the hmF2, the accuracy improves as more LEO satellites
are used, but there is a limitation of the estimation to tens of
kilometers due to the vertical resolution of the LEO layers being,
in the best analyzed scenario, of 50 km.

Previous studies have demonstrated that the performance of
hmF2 and foF2 estimation based on TEC data inversion is worse
with GNSS due to the almost vertical ray paths [41], [61].
Without having horizontal viewing angles, TEC data inversion
fails to reproduce the shape of the ionospheric profiles [23],
[62]. However, we use a similar almost vertical geometry in
the analysis presented in this section. A cutoff angle of 10◦

has been included in the POD and LEO-PNT measurements
obtained by the virtual receivers. Nevertheless, hmF2 and foF2
has drastically improved in comparison to GNSS. The main
improvement in this case was not due to the incorporation of
horizontal signals. By placing the satellites in different layers
and having only vertical viewing angles, the TEC inversion tech-
niques can distribute the electron density over the ionospheric
profiles and better estimate the profile shapes. This is indeed
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unique in the field of ionospheric modeling. In medicine, for
instance, inversion techniques like tomography [63], [64] are
carried out at different viewing angles (horizontal, tilted, and
vertical). There is no opportunity to incorporate sensors inside
the object of interest, as in the present study.

B. TEC Data Inversion by ISL Measurements

This section analyzes the accuracy of the TEC data inversion
technique developed to retrieve the electron density values from
ISL data between LEO satellites. Fig. 7 shows an example of the
electron density profiles estimated with the developed technique
based on (6). For comparison, ionospheric profiles are also
shown for the reference values, background, and retrieved with
(5), called “est. no back.” This example considers two satellites
placed at 800-km orbital heights, with an initial distance lower
than 200 km in the first ISL observation (around 800-km height)
and final distance larger than 2000 km (around 675-km height).
We verify that the electron density values obtained with the
developed method are much closer to the reference values at
higher altitudes, where the LEO satellites are closer. At lower
altitudes, a slightly worse performance is observed with the
proposed method (red lines in Fig. 7), and an evident lower
accuracy is obtained when not using the background (magenta
lines). Despite the background (blue line) is relatively far from
the reference electron density profiles, the technique is still able
to reproduce the horizontal gradients of the ionosphere and help
the estimator. This example highlights the benefits of using (6)
rather than (5).

To verify the capabilities of the developed technique for
obtaining 3-D images of the ionosphere, Fig. 8 shows the
latitudinal slice of the equatorial ionosphere when using the
best behaving geometry of the previous section (LEO at every
50 km). The equatorial region is selected for this analysis since it
is a challenging region to represent by any ionospheric imaging
system. A dense constellation is used to obtain the reconstruc-
tions, with around 5700 LEO satellites distributed over three
inclination planes (85◦, 55◦, 25◦). A high number of satellites is
required because few pairs of satellites do attend the minimum
requirement of the developed technique. There are just a few
satellites that are close enough (<200 km) to each other in the
initial electron density retrievals. Even with this highly dense
constellation, gaps in the electron density are still caused by
lack of data at specific longitudes.

Overall, the developed technique can recover most of the
electron density distributions derived from the reference dataset.
We can see similar magnitude and morphology of the electron
density distributions, showing that the low accuracy of the
background was not a major issue in the reconstruction. The
estimations presented lower performance only at the prereversal
period located at around −90◦ to −45◦ in longitude. The ref-
erence dataset has shown the peak height to be around 500 km
in the most active locations, while the background presented a
peak height of around 300 km. The developed method produced
an intermediate peak height value of around 400 km during
the prereversal period. Hence, the developed technique is less
accurate at the locations where the background completely fails

to represent the peak height and the consequent horizontal
gradients of the region. If the observation dataset is dense enough
to update the background at every location, a few iterations over
the estimation process will likely solve the problem.

The general accuracy of the developed technique assuming
a highly dense LEO constellation is presented in Fig. 9. The
left panel shows no bias, presenting a mean error of 0.25*1010

el/m3 while the background has shown a negative bias of -
22.3*1010 el/m3. The total RMSE obtained is 9.69*1010 el/m3

and 43.8*1010 el/m3 for the developed technique and back-
ground, respectively, showing an improvement of around 80%
over the background. Fig. 9 (right panel) also shows the electric
density error in terms of the distance between the LEO satellites.
The absolute mean error tends to remain with no bias even when
the LEO satellites are far apart. However, the standard deviation
of the error is severely affected. This means that the misrepresen-
tation of the background makes the error dispersive but centered
at zero. For comparison, the magenta line shows the same error
obtained when applying (5) to estimate the electron density, with
no background included. The mean error deviates from the actual
ionosphere with an increasing bias as the distance between the
LEO satellites increase. As the ionospheric horizontal gradients
are not corrected in (5), the error proportionally increases with
the intersatellite distances.

V. CONCLUSION

Simulated results were produced to investigate the bene-
fits that mega LEO-PNT constellations can provide to 3-D
ionospheric imaging. We simulated TEC measurements using
ground-based receivers, GNSS satellites, and LEO satellites
acting in both ways, as transmitters and receivers. We first
analyzed the accuracy of 3-D imaging methods when using
TEC observations obtained from ground GNSS receivers, GNSS
receivers onboard LEO satellites primarily made for POD, and
LEO-PNT ground receivers. Then, we developed a technique to
derive electron density values based on ISL range measurements.
The analysis was carried out considering the current GNSS
geometry, a realistic LEO-PNT dedicated constellation, and a
mega constellation composed by thousands of LEO satellites.
The main conclusions are the following.

1) Ionospheric tomography techniques based on LEO satel-
lites can provide highly accurate electron density recon-
structions. This means that the ill-condition geometry typ-
ically observed in GNSS-based ionospheric tomography
can be overcome by using data from LEO satellites. How-
ever, to improve the current climatological models using
TEC data ingestion, several LEO satellites are required. In
our experiments, a reconstruction that allows imaging the
main variations of the ionosphere would require around
5700 LEO satellites deployed at every 50 km, ranging
from 250–850 km. A more realistic scenario with only
an orbit plane at 500 km and 441 satellites was also
simulated, but it was not enough to solve the 3-D imaging
problem. To recover the main variations of the ionosphere,
the ionospheric 3-D imaging requires much more than a
single LEO layer dedicated for PNT.
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2) Our investigation has also shown that TEC data inver-
sion algorithms can provide accurate representation of the
ionosphere without using horizontal viewing angles. This
is typically impossible in other fields using tomography
techniques (e.g., medicine) because a transmitter, usually,
cannot be deployed inside the object of interest. When
there are several LEO satellites inside the ionosphere as
a transmitter, the tomographic algorithm can distinguish
the different ionospheric layers and recover the electron
density profiles, mainly at the peak height and topside
ionosphere, due to the geometric gains in the system.

3) The intersatellite links providing ranging measurements
can bring benefits to the 3-D ionospheric imaging. We
have proposed a method which exploits the ISL geometry
between LEO satellites and computes accurate electron
density values. The developed method is inspired by the
electron density retrievals from the GRACE satellite data;
however, our investigation has shown that a background
may be required to correct the nonsymmetric assumption
of the ionosphere and further improve the ISL estimations.
No evident bias was obtained in the estimation, but a lower
accuracy was observed in regions where the background
completely fails to represent the peak height.

As the simulations were carried out with an optimum sce-
nario of ground-based GNSS receivers and a fully controlled
ionospheric simulation, the results presented in this work serve
of gains from the system geometry. There are still additional
issues to analyze, such as the impact of the measurement noises,
data gaps, background accuracy, and distinct ionospheric con-
ditions due to seasons, solar cycle, and storm events. A feasible
number of LEO satellites is also a relevant point for the future
analysis, considering the mission cost, end user applications,
and optimization strategy. Our current work is also constrained
by the inability to utilize LEO satellites below 250 km, which
may affect the 3-D imaging in case of lower hmF2 values.

An important aspect to consider for future analysis is the inte-
gration of physics-based models into our simulations. The incor-
poration of such models is essential as they enable the simulation
of small-scale structures within the ionosphere, facilitating the
analysis of the ionosphere mapping process under the influence
of geomagnetic storms. We have also not addressed the TEC
calibration issue yet. Indeed, the best technique to calibrate the
TEC measurements will depend on the overall LEO-PNT system
constellation and instruments, as the TEC calibration accuracy
depends on several factors, such as the system frequency, orbital
height, number of ground stations, and whether any external data
sources can be used as reference. If accurate TEC measurements
are obtained, this study has shown that LEO satellites can bring
relevant gains to the 3-D ionospheric imaging. The analysis
can also serve as a guideline to promote new satellite missions
specifically designed to improve ionospheric modeling.
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